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Zika virus (ZIKV) infection has been associated with Guillain-Barre syndrome in adults and Microcephaly in infants. However,
there is no currently approved antiviral drug against ZIKV. The 103-kDa NS5 protein is the largest ZIKV protein whose C-terminal
portion has RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity and N-terminal RNA cap-processing activity (methyltransferase domain).
Therefore, it is an important target for synthesis/discovery of novel anti-ZIKV drugs. A database consisting of 720 marine and
plant derived compounds of South Africa was used for virtual screening against a potential inhibitor binding site of ZIKV’s
NS5 protein. All its cataloged compounds were screened for their drug likeliness using Lipinski’s parameters. Thereafter,
200 selected compounds were used for virtual screening for their affinities for the target site. Finally, top 5 ligands were redocked to get a detailed insight into their interaction with conserved amino acids of the target site. An additional screening
was mounted to filter out the potential toxic compounds among the top 5 likely candidates by AdmetSAR web-server. Two
lead compounds, SANC00235 and SANC00257 fulfilled all the criteria laid down by us. These compounds can be potential
candidates for further in vitro and in vivo studies in order to validate their anti-ZIKV activity.
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Introduction
In 1947, Zika virus (ZIKV) was detected for the first time
in a sentinel rhesus monkey in the Zika forest of Uganda [1].
After 21 years of its detection, the first human infected with
ZIKV was in Nigeria [2]. For decades ZIKV remained relatively
dormant, infecting mainly monkeys and occasionally causing
a mild disease in humans residing across a narrow equatorial
belt in Africa and Asia [3]. ZIKV infection has spread out of
its epicenter after 2007. Pacific islands, including Federate
States of Micronesia were among the first regions to face its
outbreak. More Pacific islanders were infected in 2013-2014.
In 2014, Americas were also included in the list of endemic
countries [3,4]. Till date, More than 60 countries including
23 in Latin American and the Caribbean countries have been
affected with ZIKV [5-7]. Zika virus infection in humans can
cause maculopapular rash, arthralgia, conjunctivitis, myalgia

and headache [8]. Recently, it was found that ZIKV can also
lead to some serious conditions like, Guillain-Barre syndrome
in adults and microcephaly in new born infants [9,10].
Therefore, in 2015, the World Health Organization (WHO)
declared ZIKV as a public health emergency [11]. Moreover,
ZIKV infection can induce testicular and epididymal damage,
causing cell death and destruction of the seminiferous
tubules [12]. It can become a long‐term persistent infection
and can also be sexually transmitted [13,14]. Unfortunately,
not a single drug or vaccine is available for ZIKV treatment
or prevention, which is of a grave concern ZIKV belongs to
flavivirus family that also includes Yellow fever virus, West
Nile virus, Spondweni virus, Japanese encephalitis virus
and Dengue virus [15]. Zika virus has a 11Kb positive single
strand RNA genome for encoding a polyprotein, which is
cleaved proteolytically yielding three structural proteins,
i.e. envelope (E), membrane precursor (PrM), and capsid
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(C) proteins, and seven non-structural proteins namely NS1,
NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5 [16].

103-kDa NS5 is the largest, nonstructural and
most conserved protein containing an N-terminal
methyltransferase (MTase) domain for viral RNA capping
and a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) domain
at C-terminal responsible for viral RNA synthesis [14].
Both these domains together cooperate in initiation and
elongation during viral RNA synthesis [11,17]. Moreover,
NS5 protein can also inhibit type I interferon (IFN) signaling
to escape antiviral defense in the host [18]. The essential role

of NS5 in viral replication and immunosuppression makes
it an ideal target for antivirals [19]. A recent report has
suggested a potential target site termed as ‘N-pocket’ near
active site in RdRp domain of NS5 protein of ZIKV [19,20].
This N-pocket is conserved in both zika and dengue virus
and plays an important role in RNA initiation and elongation
(Figure 1). The main residues in N-pocket are Leu-513, Glu514, Leu-516, Cys-711, His-713, Arg-731, Arg-739, Met-763,
Trp-805, His-800 and Gly-801. RNA tunnel, through which
RNA enters for replication is also located close to this pocket
[21]. Therefore, targeting this site can effectively halt viral
replication and proliferation [19].

Figure 1: (a) Structural details of RdRp subunit of NS5 protein, and (b) N-pocket of NS5 protein of zika virus.

Natural products are among the most successful sources
of potential drug candidates [22]. Their structures have
high chemical diversity, biochemical specificity and other
molecular properties which make them better candidates for
drug discovery than synthetic and combinatorial compounds
[23]. Even today, less than 10% of the total world biodiversity
has been evaluated for their potential biological activity,
hence many more compounds await their test for real
therapeutic value [23]. Structure based virtual screening is
one of the most widely used techniques to filter out potential
candidates from a huge library/database. Therefore, we
selected a database of natural compounds found in South
Africa in order to screen them for their ability to inhibit the
N-pocket of NS5 protein because South Africa is one of the
few countries where zika virus infection is scarce [24,25].

Material and Methods

Ligands and Protein Preparation
A database of South African natural compounds was
employed for this study [24]. Energy minimized structures

were downloaded for further studies. X-ray structure file
of NS5 protein with ID 5TFR was obtained from protein
databank and Het atoms were deleted [26]. Structure of
NS5 was optimized using steepest descent algorithm of
Swiss-pdb Viewer software [27]. Polar hydrogen atoms and
gasteiger charges were added to the protein.

Screening for Drug-Likeness

All ligands obtained from the database were screened
for their drug-likeness potential. DruLi To software was used
to filter compounds on the basis of Lipinski’s rule of five
[28,29]. Compounds selected as potential drug molecules
were shortlisted for further studies.

Structure based Virtual Screening

Structure based virtual screening is one of the most
effective and efficient methods for filtering compounds
from huge library. PyRx software was used for structure
based virtual screening that employed Autodock Vina
and Autodock tools for molecular docking [30-32]. Vina
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module was selected for virtual screening as it is fast and
recommended for screening large structure libraries. Grids
was adjusted engulfing the target residues in the N-pocket
of NS5 protein with its center at x=18.812 y=-53.14 z=1.346.
Top 5 compounds were short listed based on their binding
affinity for target site.

Re-docking and ADMET studies

Lead compounds were re-docked using Autodock tools
to get a detailed insight into the interaction of compounds
with residues of target site. Autodock is one of the most
widely used software for molecular docking. It predicts
and calculates the interaction between ligands and
macromolecules along with their binding energies, number
of hydrogen bonds and Van der Waal energies. A grid box
was generated around N-pocket with center at 21 x -55
x 0.24. In order to magnify the cluster difference, 100 GA
runs were performed for each selected compound. Pymol
and Schrodinger Mestro softwares were used to analyze
the docked poses [33,34]. Moreover, ADMETsar web server
was used to predict ADMET (Absorption, Distribution,
Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity) properties of selected

Figure 2: Molecular structures of
5 test compounds i.e. SANC00235
SANC00768 (g).

compounds [35]. ADMET property predictions play a crucial
role in drug discovery because majority of drugs get rejected
on the basis of these parameters.

Results and Discussion

Virtual screening (VS) provides an efficient platform to
filter out ligands of potential/interest from a huge library
or database. All natural compounds from South African
database consisting of 720 compounds were downloaded
to test their potential to inhibit NS5 protein of ZIKV [14,24].
Before proceeding for VS, compounds were screened for their
drug likeness potential. Lipinski’s rule of five was employed
as it is an important and most widely used parameter in drug
discovery [28]. 200 out of 720 compounds passed Lipinski’s
rule. Thereafter, virtual screening of these 200 shortlisted
compounds was done in order to predict their binding
affinities for pocket of interest i.e. N-pocket of NS5 protein.
The binding energies of these selected compounds obtained
in VS are shown in Table 1. Top 5 compounds on the basis
of their binding affinity towards target site were selected.
Figure 2 shows chemical structures of selected and template
compounds.

template compounds:
(c) SANC00257 (d)
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S No

Compound/
Database ID

1

7DMA

Binding affinity (kcal/mol)
Vina

Auto-dock

No. of
clusters

-7.2

-5.01

40

3

-9.78

-9.08

33

3

2
3

Sofosbuvir
SANC00772

-7.91
-9.95

5

SANC00257

-9.75

4

6

7

SANC00235

SANC00373

SANC00768

-9.74

-9.71

-4.63
-7.4

3
85

-8.37

100

-7.35

77

-9.72

29

No.

2
1

2

5

1

H-Bonds
Interacting
residues
Asp-665, Asp-666,
Ile-799
Tyr-609, Asn-612
Lys-462
Trp-797, Tyr-609,
Asn-612
Tyr-609, Val-607

Lys-462, Asp-373,
Ile-799
Lys-462

Hydrophobic
interaction
Tyr-609

Ile-799
Trp-797

Tyr-609, Ile-799

Tyr-609, Ile-799
Lys-461, Arg-739, Tyr609, Thr-796, Trp-797,
Ile-799
Trp-797

Table 1: Details of binding energy, number of clusters and H-bonds of template and selected compounds.
To get a detailed insight of interaction between selected
compounds and residues of N-pocket, shortlisted compounds
were re-docked using autodock software [31]. The compound
cataloged as SANC00373 was found to have maximum
binding affinity i.e. -9.72 Kcal mol-1. It forms H-bonds with
Lys-461, Lys-462, Ile-799 and Asp-665 (Figure 3). Moreover,
hydrophobic interactions with Lys-461, Tyr-609, Arg739, Thr-796, Trp-797 and Ile-799 were also involved in
the binding of the compound with N-pocket (Figure 4).
The compound cataloged as SANC00235 ranked second
when re-docked with a binding energy of -9.08 Kcal mol-1.

It forms H-bonds with Asp-665 and Ile-799. Moreover, Tyr609 and Ile-799 residues develop hydrophobic interactions
with this compound resulting in a strong binding. Similarly,
SANC00257 binds with an affinity of -8.37 kcal mol-1, forming
H-bonds with Val-606 and Tyr-609 along with hydrophobic
interactions with Tyr-609 and Ile-799. Moreover, the
compounds SANC00772 and SANC00768 bind quite strongly
with the binding energies of -7.4 Kcal mol-1 and -7.35 Kcal
mol-1, respectively. Both of them form single H-bond with
Lys-462 and hydrophobic interaction with Trp-797.

Figure 3: Showing H- bonds interaction and neighboring residues of NS5 domain of ZIKV with: (a) 7DMA, (b) SANC00235, (c)
SANC00257, and (d) SANC00373.
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Figure 4: Pie stacking and hydrophobic interactions of: (a) 7DMA, (b) SANC00235, (c) SANC00257, and (d) SANC00373 with
zika virus’s NS5 domain.

For prediction purpose, ADMET profiles were obtained
using ADMETsar web server as shown in Table 2. Two
compounds i.e. SANC00235 and SANC00257, were found
ADMET parameters
Blood-Brain Barrier
Human Intestinal Absorption
Caco-2 Permeability
Renal Organic Cation
Transporter
CYP450 1A2 Inhibitor
CYP450 2C9 Inhibitor
CYP450 2D6 Inhibitor
CYP450 2C19 Inhibitor
CYP450 3A4 Inhibitor
AMES Toxicity
Carcinogens

Acute Oral Toxicity (mg/kg)
Aqueous solubility (LogS)

SANC00772
BBB+
HIA+
impermeable

non-inhibitor

SANC00235
BBB+
HIA+
permeable

non-inhibitor

to be safe on the basis of various ADMET parameters. They
are capable of crossing the blood brain barrier and their
intestinal absorption also seems to be good [36].
SANC00257
BBB+
HIA+
permeable

non-inhibitor

inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-Ames toxic non-Ames toxic non-Ames toxic
nonnonnon-carcinogens
carcinogens
carcinogens
>500
>500
>5000
<5000
<5000
-2.1523
-4.1537
-4.0769

SANC00373
BBBHIA+
permeable

non-inhibitor

inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-Ames toxic

non-carcinogens

Table 2: ADMET parameters of the top 5 selected lead compounds.
ADMET results were generated using ADMETsar server.
Red color denotes unfavorable and green symbolizes favorable output for a drug candidate.
Moreover, they were also found to be non-mutagenic
and non-carcinogenic. Similarly, their acute oral toxicity was
predicted to be only at relatively higher doses. Besides the

>500
<5000
-5.029

SANC00768
BBB+
HIA+
permeable

non-inhibitor

inhibitor
inhibitor
non-inhibitor
inhibitor
non-inhibitor
non-Ames toxic

non-carcinogens
>500
<5000
-2.3566

above, their aqueous solubility were favorable for a drug
molecule. SANC00772 was predicted to be impermeable in
Caco-2 cell lines of our in silico study, a parameter widely
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studied as a drug absorption test [37]. It was also assumed to
be a CYP450 1A2 and CYP450 2C9 inhibitor. The compound
cataloged as SANC00373 was unable to cross blood brain
barrier, its water solubility was not promising too. Similarly,
SANC00768 was predicted to act as an inhibitor for CYP450
1A2, CYP450 2C9 and CYP450 2C19. Therefore, the remaining
two compounds i.e. SANC00235 and SANC00257, were safe
based on the established criteria and can serve as potential
candidates for anti-zika virus therapy.

Conclusion

NS5 is the most conserved protein of Zika virus and
plays an important role in virus replication. Especially,
N-pocket of NS5 protein is a promising domain to inhibit
virus replication according to available literature. Therefore,
it was selected as binding target for this in silico study. A total
of 720 natural compounds from South Africa were screened
for their appreciable binding affinity towards the said target
site. Another filter was mounted on 200 compounds cleared
as above for their ADMET characteristics. In a nutshell,
two compounds cataloged as SANC00235 and SANC00257
exhibited outstanding binding affinities with maximum
binding energies and significant number of clusters. Both
the compounds followed Lipinski’s rule for drug likeness.
Furthermore, they show promise when tested on ADMET
parameters, suggesting them to be potential candidates for
anti-ZIKV drug. However, further in vitro and in vivo studies
are required to establish their actual therapeutic potential.
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